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Abstract.
The increase of recreational activities in the mountains
and a growing amount of websites proposing geographic
data, offer new opportunities for societal needs such as
mountain rescue, biodiversity monitoring, outdoor activ-
ities. However, the main issue with the websites data is
the lack of metadata that minimizes its reuse outside the
community that produced the data. The goal of this paper
is to study and generate quality and descriptive metadata
using ISO standards. To this end, we propose a method
based on a common vocabulary such as an ontology and a
data matching process. The first one allows to associate to
each type of feature from an available geographic dataset
an ontology class that will facilitate data matching, repro-
ducibility of results and minimize semantic heterogeneity.
The second one allows to define matching links between
features representing the same entity in the real world and
compute quality indicators based on the validated links.
Finally, at the end of this process, we are able to gener-
ate descriptive and quality metadata. By following ISO
standards and using the QualityML dictionary for mea-
sures, the metadata is serialized to XML and can finally
be published as open source. Our approach was applied to
five different landmark datasets in the French Alps region.
New insights were acquired regarding positional accuracy
and semantic granularity.

Keywords. Geographic Metadata, Quality Assessment,
Geographic OpenData, ISO 19115 and ISO 19157

1 Introduction

Much studies have observed an increase and diversifica-
tion of outdoor activities in recent years (Routier and Mi-
chot, 2021) and the COVID-19 pandemic has significantly
changes human mobility patterns with profound changes
in recreational use of natural areas (Venter et al., 2020).
In this context, geographic data in natural and mountain-

ous areas, which in the past were not considered a priority
by national mapping agencies (NMAs), except for making
maps, are becoming relevant for different societal needs
such as organizing outdoor activities for local stakeholders
or citizens (Routier and Michot, 2021) or integrating land-
marks from multiple heterogeneous data sources to help
rescuers locate victims in mountainous areas (Van Damme
et al., 2019).

The growing number of websites offering outdoor leisures
provides real opportunities to complement authoritative
geographic data to meet societal needs. These websites
publish open source data through Application Program-
ming Interfaces (APIs) that are directly accessible from
web services. Unless producers create a snapshot of the
dataset and publish it on public Geoportals or directly reg-
istered as a spatial service on a geographic catalog, which
will be rare, these data sources are not well referenced.
Furthermore, their documentation does not correspond to
the standard description of geographic data sets. In the ab-
sence of detailed metadata, searching for and obtaining in-
formation about online data remains a difficult task for the
user.

The lack of metadata makes it difficult to search, as the
data does not respect the findable aspect. Thus, of the four-
teen best practices recommended by Brink et al. (2017) for
publishing data on the web, the 13th recommends includ-
ing spatial metadata, where the elements of scope (i.e.,
spatio-temporal context) and quality are included in the
same metadata description report. In addition, an interest-
ing paper describing the history of geographic informa-
tion standards (Brodeur et al. (2019)) highlights the fact
that the scope of the ISO 19115-1:2014 standard contains
all the metadata for the description of geographic datasets
and that the quality elements have been moved into the
ISO 19157:2013 standard. From the standards describing
a dataset, while the metadata description summarizes the
spatial-temporal context of the spatial datasets, the qual-
ity metadata indicates how well the geographic data cor-
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respond to the real world, according to the data specifica-
tions.

In addition to the findable dimension, metadata is needed
for other purposes such as improving the efficiency of the
search engine, helping users to evaluate the usability and
applicability of a geographic dataset to their needs, etc. For
example, based on the existing metadata, some research
works have proposed different approaches using keyword
enrichment with other vocabularies (Vockner and Mittl-
böck, 2014), knowledge graph construction (Zrhal et al.,
2021) to improve dataset retrieval, keyword semantic sim-
ilarity calculation (Chen and Yang, 2020) or defining the
best web service chaining according to the quality of ser-
vices (Halilali et al., 2018). Spatial and temporal similari-
ties can be combined with the quality of the metadata input
to assign a score to each dataset (Kuo and Chou, 2019). It
is worth noting that all these approaches use description
metadata.

Specifically, with respect to the usability of geographic
datasets, it is expected that quality metadata will be used.
The European Inspire Directive provides recommenda-
tions on quality indicators to be used in geographical
names for example. Many research works follow these rec-
ommendations to assess the quality of volunteered geo-
graphic information (VGI) by comparing it to reference
data ((Zielstra and Zipf, 2010), (Girres and Touya, 2010),
(Acheson et al., 2017)). Traditional geographic data qual-
ity assessment involves applying a manual (Girres and
Touya, 2010) or automatic (Zielstra and Zipf, 2010) data
matcging between VGI and reference geographic data,
and then calculating quality indicators using on matched
featuresISO 19157:2013. Metadata in general, but more
specifically quality metadata, can be expressed as an over-
all metric to quickly tell users whether a dataset meets us-
ability. For example, in France, the National Council for
Geographic Information (NCGI) offers a tool to evaluate
datasets by assigning stars from 1 to 5 according to the
geographic data quality indicators of the ISO 19157:2013.
Metadata visualisation solutions such as those proposed
by the GeoViQua project 1 for sensor data (Nüst and Lush
(2019)) or by (Figgemeier et al. (2021)) to visualise the
provenance metadata of a dataset, a complementary infor-
mation to quality, in the form of a graph, also help users to
measure the usability of a dataset.

To apply both the search engine approach and the us-
ability/applicability approach, quality metadata must be
field in and expressed in a quantitative form, which is
rarely the case. Thus, a first challenge concerning metadata
is its availability. Indeed, in the research literature deal-
ing with geographic data quality assessment, indicators
are expressed in a quantitative form but rarely described
by metadata standards. The study conducted by (Ureña-
Cámara et al., 2019) analyzed the metadata records of the
Spanish data portal. They found that all metadata records
are about metadata description, with no quality metadata

1http://www.geolabel.info/

reports available to users. Thus, for 3640 geographic meta-
data dataset records, 97% have a good bounding box and
41% have topological contradictions due to human typ-
ing errors. A second challenge is time-consuming meta-
data editing. For example, (Ureña-Cámara et al., 2019)
mentioned that, most of the metadata in a studied space
portal is edited manually. Alternatives are available us-
ing crowdsourcing communities. For example, (Kalantari
et al., 2014) propose a prototype where volunteers can
create metadata by sharing their notes and analyzing the
keywords used in the user’s search. Finally, we found that
most of the quality metadata is for image datasets (Figge-
meier et al. (2021), Wagner et al. (2021)).

In this context characterized by the lack of existing meta-
data for vector datasets, our paper contributes to this gap
by proposing a method to define and provide description
and geographic quality metadata. We study five hetero-
geneous data sources, mostly produced collaboratively or
from authoritative institutions. Furthermore, by analyzing
geographic quality indicators, our paper provides new in-
sights regarding the semantic and thematic granularity of
the studied data sources in open areas as well as their com-
plementarity and redundancy. In addition, thanks to the
definition of the scope of data quality, on-demand meta-
data focused on specific themes is possible. This allows to
focus on certain themes of the data sources such as land-
form or isolated accommodation. The produced metadata
are used to semantically integrate landmark data, coming
from heterogeneous and multi-source open data sources,
to define a landmark data warehouse for mountain rescue
(Van Damme et al., 2019), and more generally can address
other societal needs.

The reminder of this paper is organized as follows. Our
global approach is defined in Section 2. Section 3 de-
scribes the datasets and the main processes to access them.
Section 4 describes the implementation of quality meta-
data for the datasets. Finally, a summary of our contribu-
tions and future work is presented in Section 5.

2 Global approach and material for publishing
metadata

In order to study the relevance of different data sources in
a homogeneous way and to define their characteristics, the
idea is to analyze a wide range of aspects of the metadata
provided in a serialized format. The approach we proposed
for the construction of the metadata is composed of three
general steps presented in Figure 1.

Step I identifies outdoor activity data sources using their
APIs and downloads the data. Step II is to define and build
metadata for the data sources. Two types of metadata are
identified: (i) description metadata and (ii) quality meta-
data. Finally, the third step is to automatically generate
XML metadata. This section describes the three steps.
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Figure 1. Approach to create metadata records from geographic
data sources

2.1 Selection of data sources

The first step in the process is to identify and access po-
tential data sources to collect. The target data warehouse
for mountain rescue should look like a gazetteer. Thus, the
landmarks should have a point geometry, a type related
to the spatial data theme classification in the sources, and
a name if one exists. Regarding the data sources, we fo-
cus on active websites dedicated to mountain leisure. Five
geographic data sources are considered, a combination of
authoritative and crowdsourced sources, specialized on a
thematic area and of general interest use. The selected
data sources, with the exception of OpenStreetMap, are
described in detail in (Van Damme et al., 2019), so their
description will be very short.

Authoritative data sources. The French NMA provides
Points of Interest or Activity themes (relief, building, hy-
drography, etc.) with a national coverage. These data are
part of the national topographic data, named BDTOPO.
The data is derived from a shapefile, although there is
opendata since January 2021. Protected areas (PAs) run
by French public institutions with the role of managing the
recreational use of nature is the second authoritative data
source, with tourism as the main thematic use. The data is
provided through an API in JSON format.

Crowdsourced data sources. Camptocamp (C2C) is a
website dedicated to more or less experienced moun-
taineers. The data concerns topographic landmarks
for leisure activities (running, cycling, climbing, etc.).
Refuges.info, as its name suggests, provides detailed in-
formation about shelters (e.g. name, opening hours, num-
ber of places). Other types of features are also provided
such as water points, peaks, etc. OpenStreetMap (OSM) is
a well-known collaborative project offering many types of
topographic and thematic geographic data. The proposed
method to build the OSM dataset is detailed in section 3.1.
All data were downloaded from an API endpoint.

2.2 Metadata definition

To define the description and quality metadata of the
datasets selected in our study, we used two ISO standards,
ISO 19115-1:2014 and ISO 19157:2013. These standards
are recommended by the INSPIRE Directive for the dis-
semination of spatial data and the reporting of data quality.

2.2.1 Description metadata edition

As recommended in Brink et al. (2017), the goal of Step II
is to define all descriptive metadata using the ISO 19115-
1:2014 standard. The role of this metadata is to describe
general characteristics such as spatio-temporal context,
topic category, resolution, spatial representation, geome-
try type, etc. We have briefly defined some of the compo-
nents, but for more details, we invite the reader to refer to
the ISO 19115-1:2014 standard.

• MD_ReferenceSystem: spatial reference system used.

• MD_LegalConstraints: licenses in the dataset

• EX_GeographicExtent: the spatial area of the dataset

We can notice that in our study, the high level of metadata
in the ISO 19115-1:2014 standard of the chosen spatial
datasets, although very useful to exchange spatial data, are
not discriminating. Indeed, the spatial representation, ref-
erence system, constraint information or identification are
very similar from one source to another.

Although the provenance information of a dataset ex-
pressed by the lineage element is important, we did not
address this aspect for the sake of homogeneity between
sources. Indeed, in OSM, some tags indicate the source
from which the data comes, but for other sources, neither
the attributes nor the documentation allow to know it.

2.2.2 Quality metadata computation

The ISO 19157:2013 standard defines spatial data quality
and specifically the components and indicators for describ-
ing data quality as well as the metrics for assessing data
quality. In contrast to the description metadata, the compu-
tations of the quality measures are almost fully automatic
in our work. As shown in Figure 2, the measures are com-
puted by comparing the dataset to be evaluated (denoted
DS_Eval) with a reference dataset of well-known qual-
ity (denoted DS_Ref). Our approach for computing data
quality measures is inspired by the approach described in
(Van Damme et al., 2019).

The first step is the Semantic Mapping. This involves
aligning dataset element types and classes defined in an
application ontology defined for mountain rescue pur-
poses, named Landmarks Ontology. (OOR)2. The align-
ment consists in manually assigning to each feature type
of both DS_Eval and DS_Ref the URI of the correspond-
ing class defined in OOR. The second step automatically

2choucas.ign.fr/doc/ontologies/oor.owl/
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Figure 2. Overview to create quality metadata

instantiates schemas based on alignments and datasets.
These steps are new comparing with the approach pro-
posed by (Van Damme et al., 2019) and ensure the repro-
ductibility of our research.

The third step consists in matching each available dataset,
DS_Evali, to the same reference dataset, DS_Ref. The
data matching algorithm proposed in Olteanu Raimond
et al. (2015) with the same parameters described in
(Van Damme et al., 2019) is used. The result of data
matching is a set of links with a cardinalityof 1 : 1 repre-
senting homologous features in both DS_Eval and DS_Ref
datasets.

Finally, the two last steps of the approach are, Validate and
Compute. The first step is to manually validate the match-
ing links to avoid computing quality measures on false ho-
mologous features. The last step automatically computes
the quality measures listed in the first three columns of
the Table 1 based on the true matching links and generates
metadata reports. These last two steps are also new com-
pared to the work described in (Van Damme et al., 2019).

2.3 Serialize metadata in XML format

The goal of Step I and Step II is to define metadata by
using the two standards ISO 19115-1:2014 (resp. ISO
19157:2013) for the description (resp. for the quality) of
datasets. In Step III of the process, quality scope (geo-
graphic and temporal extents and the subset of data, if nec-
essary), data quality elements, data quality measures and
the processes used to compute data quality (worflow de-
fined in 2.2.2) are encoded. To this purpose, a third stan-
dard ISO 19157-2:2016 which specifies how to encode
each quality assessment element is used.

If the metadata records are published on a catalog portal,
then the measures are usually defined in the registry. The
French geocatalog proposes the QuaDoGeo measures. In
our case, metadata records will be published in a open-
access repository, so we chose the QualityML3 profile as
dictionary to encode our quality metadata as it best meets
our needs. One more reason for choosing the standard

3https://www.qualityml.org/

QualityML is that it offers metrics adapted to confusion
matrix such as the Overall accuracy.

Among the proposed measures listed in (fourth column in
Table 1), ten of them are deeply defined in the QualityML
dictionary. We explain below two of them that are suitable
for our purpose.

Each quality data item may have an indicator that mea-
sures the confidence obtained from the matching results
DQ_Confidence. It is defined as the rate of features for
which the algorithm could not make a decision (e.g. un-
decided cases) and those that were wrongly matched (e.g.
the matching link is false without knowing which is the
homologous feature in the reference dataset DS_Ref ) rel-
ative to the total number of features to be matched. This
indicator is only specified if the computation requires the
1 : 1 data matching links.

Since ISO 19157:2013 does not have appropriate mea-
sures for assessing the accuracy of feature names, we pro-
pose a specific measure used in the toponymic criteria of
the data matching. The definition of the Samal distance
(Samal et al., 2004) measuring the similarity between the
names of matched features is added in the metadata, as a
user-defined data quality measure.

Finally, we choose the Java library Apache SIS library4 to
generate the xml files. Not all serializations of measures
are implemented yet.

2.4 Software and Data Availability

2.4.1 Methods and code availability

The data matching algorithm is coded in java and
is available on github: https://github.com/umrlastig/
MultiCriteriaMatching

Data quality measures computation. The script to com-
pute data quality measures is coded in SQL and can be
accessed from github: https://github.com/ANRChoucas/
QualityMetadataSpatialLandmarkDataset.

The VisuValideMultiCriteriaMatching tool that allowed
us to validate links of data matching is published
as an open-source project on github (https://github.
com/ANRChoucas/VisuValideMultiCriteriaMatching) un-
der the MIT License.

Metadata file generation. The code allowing to automati-
cally generate a part of the metadata is coded in java and
can be find on github: https://github.com/ANRChoucas/
QualityMetadataSpatialLandmarkDataset

2.4.2 Data sets availability

Different datasets are published on Zenodo platform5. For
the sake of clarity, they are listed here.

4https://sis.apache.org/
5https://zenodo.org/communities/choucasproject/
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Table 1. Selected components for metadata quality (see ISO 19157:2013 for more details)

Data quality element Measure

Class Indicator Definition Metric

Metaquality Confidence Trustworthiness of a data quality result Confidence

PositionalAccuracy AbsoluteExternalPositionalAccuracy
Closeness of coordinate values to val-
ues accepted as or being true

MeanAbsolute2D,
RootMeanSquareError,
Agreement Rate

ThematicAccuracy NonQuantitativeAttributeAccuracy Accuracy of non-quantitative attributes Samal string similarity

ThematicAccuracy Thematic ClassificationCorrectness
Comparison of the classes assigned to
features to the reference dataset

OverAllAccuracy, Con-
fusionMatrix

Completeness CompletenessOmission
Data absent from the dataset, as de-
scribed by the specifications

MissingItems

Completeness CompletenessOmission
Classes absent from the dataset, as de-
scribed by the scope

MissingClass

Completeness CompletenessComission
Excess data present in the dataset, as
described in the specifications

Excess

Completeness CompletenessComission Duplicate data Duplicate

• landmark datasets: the five spatial landmark datasets
can be access here: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.
6480985

• alignment files: the five csv files representing align-
ments between the type of landmarks and a com-
mom vocabulary extracted from an mountain rescue
application ontology, named Ontology of landmarks
(OOR) can be found here: https://doi.org/10.5281/
zenodo.6481338

• matching results: the four files representing validated
and no validated matching links, the non-matched
landmarks and uncertain links are available at: https:
//doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6483784

• metadata: represents descriptive and quality meta-
data. Four files represent dataset description with the
ISO Standard and one file represent the descrip-
tion of the Samal measure. There are available at:
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6494267

To facilitate the reproducibility of our work, we define two
user stories.

User story 1: John is a PhD student working on data qual-
ity and needs to learn about data quality assessment. For
that, he wants to replicate our methods and tools to re-
calculate data quality indicators and, at the end, generate
the metadata files. To do this, he needs to follow the steps
below: (1) download the result link files from Zenodo plat-
form; (2) import the matching results into a database with
the model described in the readme and run sql script to
compute the quality indicators; (3) run the java MainMeta-
dataChoucas.java file that will generate the metadata files.

User story 2: Alice is a researcher and plans to follow
our approach to produce metadata for the same landmark
datasets but in different areas. To this end, she needs to

follow the steps below: (1) download the datasets from
the API. The url are specified in the metadata descrip-
tion files; (2) Once data downloaded, she needs to in-
stanciate the database with the alignment files;(3) run the
data matching algorithm to match each dataset to be anal-
ysed with the reference dataset; (4) validate the matching
links by using the VisuValideMultiCriteriaMatching tool
and import them into a database (we used PostgreSQL
database); (5) run sql script to compute the quality indi-
cators; (6) run MainMetadataChoucas.java that will gen-
erate the quality metadata; (7) upgrade in a new version
the description metadata files on Zenodo and modify them
according to the new study area by adding a new report.

3 Selecting, mapping and describing datasets

As one of the objectives is to bring new insights and gener-
ate semantic knowledge about open spatial data for moun-
tain rescue, and more generally for park management or
outdoor activities, our study area is located in mountains.

3.1 The corpus of dataset

In this study, we focused on areas that do not contain many
urban districts but mainly sport practice areas to ensure
the same spatial and thematic coverage for all data sources
(see Figure, 3). Features are mostly coming from OSM
(41,454) and BDTOPO (17,769) in contrast to the thematic
datasets: C2C (2,289), Refuges.info (659) and PA (1,906).

Concerning C2C, Refuges.info, PA and BDTOPO no
transformation on the data has been performed. Only many
requests to the API or reading the files, without filtering,
allowed to create datasets. All collected spatial data were
transformed to Lambert93 projection (SRID: 2154). Start-
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Figure 3. Five data sources for test area located in the French
Alps

ing from the work of Gendner et al. (2021), the align-
ment of all feature types was done manually. For BDTOPO
source, another attribute, detailled nature, complete the
type and nature of features to align them to the best OOR
class.

On the other hand, for OSM data, a subset of all collected
data is generate. First, data is downloaded from Overpas-
sApi6 by specifying the test area bounding box. Then, the
alignment between the OSM tags and the OOR classes is
defined manually by using OSM wiki which defines each
tag presented in OSM. Note that only OOR classes cor-
responding to the mountain outdoor theme such as build-
ing theme, natural elements, leisure infrastructure, hydro-
graphic, transportation, and tourist information were in-
stantiated using the OSM data. After transforming spatial
data into Lambert93 projection (SRID: 2154) the centroid
calculation was applied on the polygonal and linear ge-
ometries in order to build the point geometries.

At the end of this step, collected data are distributed as fol-
low: 102 classes are instantiated for the BDTOPO dataset,
123 classes for OSM, 7 for PA, 6 for Refuges.info, and 17
for C2C. This approach provides an unified vocabulary for
the data matching process.

Overall, one feature type in a dataset corresponds to one
class in the OOR. The exception is mostly for housing.
For example, in C2C the type "shelter" is dissociated
from "bivouac" ans "shelter". In Refuges.info, "mountain
building" and "lodge" are associated with "accommoda-
tion building" because the definition in the specification
does not match to the definition of the more detailed OOR
class.

3.2 Results for description metadata

This section presents metadata that can be defined through
website documentation or automatically computed and do
not require spatial data matching tools. Among the con-

6http://overpass-api.de/

cepts defined by ISO 19115-1:2014, we focus on four of
them to describe the data sources studied in our work.

Licences of dataset are defined in MD_LegalConstraints
and as shown in Table 2, they are different from one
source to another. The CC-BY-SA licenses are more re-
strictive because the redistribute of the work made from
the database must be free (contaminating aspect of the li-
cense), whereas with the open licenses, the only condition
to redistribute the data is to mention who is the producer
of the dataset.
Table 2. License of the five dataset

Class Indicator

Refuges.info CC-By-Sa 2.0

C2C CC-by-nc-nd

PA Etalab 2.0

OSM
Open Data Commons Open
Database License (ODbL)

BDTOPO Etalab 2.0

The content of MD_ReferenceSystem metadata corre-
sponds to the projection Lambert93 (EPSG:2154) fol-
lowing the transformations performed on the data. The
EX_Extent.EX_GeographicExtent of each dataset is re-
placed by the bounding box of the test area even though
some data sources cover a larger area.

4 Quality metadata creation

This section presents the results of the quality metadata
and the serialization in XML format.

Two categories of data quality reports were produced. The
first contains the metadata defined in Table 1 for each
dataset located in the study area. The second category of
data quality report focuses on a subset of the dataset de-
fined by the data whose type is grouped in a same branch
of OOR. This illustrates what we call on-demand meta-
data. The same quality metadata defined in Table 1 is then
computed. For example, two quality reports are generated
for "isolated accommodation" containing shelter, hut, etc.
and "convex relief" containing concepts such as summit,
peak, rock. The scope column of the Table 4 indicates the
scope: all for the first category and name of OOR class for
the second.

4.1 Data matching results

In the previous section, the data instantiated using an
alignment with the OOR are presented. Then, the four
datasets, OSM, C2C, PA and RefugesInfo are matched to
the same reference dataset (BTOPO). All matching links
results are presented in Table 3. Link cardinality 1 : 0
means that a landmark from DS_Evali (e.g. C2C) has no
homologue landmark in DS_Ref (BDTOPO) whereas 1 : 1
means that it exists. The link tagged «uncertain» charac-
terises complex cases where the data matching algorithm
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cannot take any decision. For this paper, only the 1 : 1 links
are manually validated by experts.

Table 3. Data matching results and confidence for the scope all

Matching links
C2C-

BDTOPO
PA-

BDTOPO
Refuges.info-

BDTOPO
OSM-

BDTOPO

1:0 404 960 105 22 756

1:1
total 1435 367 453 5919

including
validated

80% 68% 92% 60%

DQ confi-
dence

82% 85% 82% 93%

Uncertain 121 164 33 4534

Some quality methods need all matching links to
compute the indicators, whereas others, such as
DQ_PositionalAccuracy and DQ_ThematicAccuracy,
only need 1 :1 links; these links are validated in our
process. Thus, for these two quality data elements, we can
compute a quality assessment expressing the trustworthi-
ness of the data matching result (i.e. DQ_Confidence).
The measure is defined as the rate of features for which the
data matching algorithm could not make a decision (e.g.
undecided) and mismatched links (e.g. the link is false but
it is not possible to know whether the homologous feature
belongs to the reference dataset, BDTOPO) relative to the
total number of features to be matched.

The results of DQ_Confidence from the different data
sources are shown in the Table 3. We observe that the con-
fidence values related to data matching are high for all
sources (more than 82% for C2C, PA, Refuges.info, and
93% for OSM). This means that the values of the quality
indicators calculated based on the matching links are reli-
able. Below, an example of how confidence is serialized in
XML format (C2C dataset) is illustrated.

<gmd:DQ_MetaqualityConfidence>
<gmd:nameOfMeasure>

<gco:CharacterString>Confidence</gco:CharacterString>
</gmd:nameOfMeasure>
<gmd:result>

<gmd:DQ_QuantitativeResult>
<gmd:valueUnit xlink:href="http://www.opengis.net/def/uom/OGC/1.0/

↪→ unit" />
<gmd:value>

<gco:Record xsi:type="xs:double">0.85</gco:Record>
</gmd:value>

</gmd:DQ_QuantitativeResult>
</gmd:result>

</gmd:DQ_MetaqualityConfidence>

The second column of the Table 4 named Metaquality
shows when DQ_Confidence can be computed.

All indicators, except duplicate are computed by using
the same method, described in Section 2. The compu-
tation of the date, the algorithm citation, the descrip-
tion of the method and the type of evaluation (here
direct external) are indicated in the metadata element
DQ_EvaluationMethod.

4.2 Results for quality metadata

The data quality components most suitable for the stud-
ied datasets with respect to their geometric and thematic
characteristics are selected (see Table 1) and the results are
presented on Table 4.

AbsoluteExternalPositionalAccuracy.
We remember that to compute the three positional accu-
racy measures, we operate on validated links. Next, we
use the Euclidean distance to measure the planimetric er-
ror as the average of the deviations in x and y, the root
mean square planimetric error and the level of agreement
(i.e. proportion of the number of positions with planimet-
ric error below a threshold with respect to the total number
of measured positions). The threshold is the same for all
datasets to ensure comparability and is equal to 30m.

Data coming from Refuges.info have a good planimetric
accuracy (23.79m) compared to the other sources. If we
look the values more closely, we notice differences by
type. For example, for the same dataset (Refuges.info),
isolated accommodation have a much better accuracy
(13.64m) than the landform landmarks (43.27m).

ThematicClassificationCorrectness.
Semantic accuracy is defined using the confusion matrix
that compares the OOR ontology classes assigned to the
homologous landmarks. The overall accuracy is the num-
ber of correctly classified features in the DS_Eval divided
by the total number of matched features. In our context,
due to the difference of granularity, some different types
of landmarks are assigned to the same class such as shel-
ter and accommodation building. Another common case is
place names. When a place have only one usage like a hut
or a pass, the classes are correctly classified as identical.

We can notice that PA source has a very low overall accu-
racy (0.24) which shows a high heterogeneity in the clas-
sification of PA features. Above all, the confusion matrix
shows that these two data sources are not comparable be-
cause they have different points of view.The same seman-
tic heterogeneity is observed for the OSM data.

NonQuantitativeAttributeCorrectness.
In order to evaluate the correctness of features names, we
compute the Samal distance Samal et al. (2004) for each
homologous feature. This distance is between 0 and 1,
where 0 means that the two homologous features have ex-
actly the same name and 1 means that the two features
have very different names.

Figure, 4 represents the distribution of the values of Samal
distance for names in Refuges.info data source. It can be
observed that for Refuges.info data source the median is
equal to 0.1 and the outliers are below 0.25.

Note that the score are fairly good, but that the level of
agreement (threshold is 0.1) shows variation in the names
of the features. This diversity of names is an asset and a
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Figure 4. Boxplot of Samal distance for names in Refuges.info
source

valuable aid for place names research. The example below
shows how normal distribution measure is implemented.

<gmd:result>
<gmd:DQ_QuantitativeResult>

<gmd:valueType>
<gco:RecordType xlink:href="http://www.uncertml.org/distributions/

↪→ normal">Value for string distances</gco:RecordType>
</gmd:valueType>
<gmd:valueUnit xlink:href="http://www.opengis.net/def/uom/OGC/1.0/unit"

↪→ />
<gmd:value>

<gco:Record>
<un:NormalDistribution>

<un:mean>0.02</un:mean>
<un:variance>0.13</un:variance>

</un:NormalDistribution>
</gco:Record>

</gmd:value>
</gmd:DQ_QuantitativeResult>

</gmd:result>

CompletenessCommission.
Duplicate is a metric that measures how many features
with different identified have exactly the same geometry.
Our results shows that OSM and C2C data sources has
mainly duplicate features (77 features, 11 features respec-
tively). It is due to the crowdsourced platform.

The measure Excess counts the number of features
DS_Eval present and absent from DS_Ref. We can observe
relatively low values of commission (0.39 and 0.3 for C2C
and Refuges.info respectively) and high values (0.85) for
the PA data sources. This shows that the three sources are
complementary to the reference data source BDTOPO.

Note that the Excess for the OSM data source is not com-
puted. The reason is related to the selection of the data
we made for OSM data source. Indeed, knowing the wide
spectrum of data types that can be found in OSM, we only
selected features that represent landmarks, while for the
other sources we considered all data since all of them are
landmarks. Thus, due to this selection, the commission in-
dicator doesn’t make sense anymore.

CompletenessOmission. It counts the number of features
in DS_Eval that are missing compared to the total num-
ber of features in DS_Ref. The omission is computed by
taking into account the 0 : 1 links in the output of the data
matching process.

Omission has high values for all landmarks types and data
sources (0.94, 0.98, and 0.99). This shows that the studied
data sources are non-exhaustive compared to BDTOPO.
This result is not surprising since they are thematic data
sources whose objective is not to represent all the entities
of the real world but only those linked to outdoor activities.

As for commission indicator, the omission indicator for
OSM data is not computed.

Overall, omission and commission indicators show that
data sources studied are complementary and few redun-
dancies exist. This is a relevant result for the integration of
multi-source data.

Finally, Missing class "name" represents the rate of name-
less features. The results show that only the OSM data
source has features without name (i.e., 50% of OSM fea-
tures have no name); the other data sources have maximum
values (i.e., 100%).

5 Conclusion

This research work aimed to propose a method to gener-
ate metadata for spatial open data sources. To this end, we
focused on two types of metadata: description metadata
and quality metadata which are defined by using three ISO
standards: ISO 19115-1:2014 (for metadata description),
ISO 19157:2013 (for quality assessment), and ISO 19157-
2:2016 (for encoding the metadata). Description metadata
are manually field in by using the description of the data
sources or by spatial analysis, whereas the quality meta-
data are generated semi-automatically by a nearly auto-
matic process based on schema alignment using a common
vocabulary, data matching, and indicators computation.
An innovative aspect of our approach concerns the defini-
tion of metadata on-demand. This is possible by defining
a specific scope and thus customizing the use of the meta-
data. The approach is applied on five data sources con-
taining landmarks in mountain areas: authoritative datasets
(BDTOPO, and National and Regional Parcs) and crowd-
sourced datasets (refuges.info, Camp2Camp, and Open-
StreetMap).

Concerning the metadata, our work improves the FAIR
(Findable, Accessible, Interoperable and Reusable) prin-
ciples. For example, the Findable and Interoperable prin-
ciples are improved by the metadata we have generated
for most of the relevant data sources in mountain areas
that can be used for different purposes: mountain rescue,
ecosystem monitoring, tourism, outdoor activities organi-
zation. The detailed description and quality metadata of
the data sources help users to better assess the usabil-
ity of the data sources. The principle of accessibility is
enhanced through the publication of our results: a mini-
mum of four reports encoded in xml files, four datasets of
data matching links, and five alignment models for each
dataset. The alignment models that were manually defined
in our work, can be reused to apply our approach on other
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sites, for different purposes, or different context like res-
cue in tropical forest. From this perspective, the alignment
models can be considered as ground truth data. Interest-
ingly, with semantic analysis through the confusion ma-
trix, users can easily analyze the granularity of semantics
between sources, which can help data integration. Finally,
our approach is reproducible, the methods (data matching,
quality measures computation, xml generation files), tools
(data matching validation) as well as the results are openly
available.

From a quality point of view, the quality indicators high-
lighted the richness and complementarity of the studied
datasets as well as the semantic and thematic heterogene-
ity (different names). The first is an issue for data integra-
tion, the second is indeed a valuable asset which would be
explored for mountain rescue. New insights were also ac-
quired regarding the position accuracy and semantic gran-
ularity.

Concerning the future works, one aspect is to improve the
manually tasks. Validation task, which is very time con-
suming, can be improved by using our validation datasets.
Indeed, when analysing the validated matching links we
realized that rules can be defined. Thus, by using our vali-
dation dataset such as ground truth data, we intend to apply
a machine learning algorithm such as RIPPER algorithm
to derive rules to automatically validate matching links.
For the alignment task, methods exist to align automati-
cally vocabularies by semantic web technologies.

Knowing the semantic granularity between sources, a fu-
ture work is to define, in addition to the alignment between
features, relationships between features (e.g. a ski slope is
border by two ski lift stations). This is possible by exploit-
ing the data matching results.

Finally, one major future work we will tackle, is the multi-
source data integration to build a graph data warehouse of
landmarks and routes for mountain rescue purposes. The
produced metadata, data matching results as well as the
alignments will be used to define a semantic based multi-
source data integration.
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